This Christmas season
why not bless the poor in Jesus’ name?
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Hope 4 Africa is providing an unique opportunity to bless a
current Borrower and meet a very tangible need. Each gi
this Christmas will provide for the needs of individuals and
poten ally provide a source of income for someone who
lives on less than $2.00 a day.
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What an amazing gi that
demonstrates Christ’s deep love for them!
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Please complete the reverse side and mail it with a check
made payable to Hope 4 Africa or
go to GiveHope4Africa.com to select the gi s and
make the payment online.
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Oﬀer HOPE to a family this Christmas season …
together let’s share Jesus and
restore dignity to those being neglected.
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Name: _________________________________________________________

Name: _________________________________________________________

Address: _______________________________________________________
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_______________________________________________________________
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City: ________________________________ State: _____ Zip: ____________
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Email Address: __________________________________________________
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I would like to give the following gi (s) to impoverished families in Burkino Faso:
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Christmas Gi

$ Per

Donkey + Cart

Quan ty

$ Total

Christmas Gi

$ Per

$460

Donkey + Cart

$460

Cart

$275

Cart

$275

Donkey

$185

Donkey

$185

Bicycle

$100

Bicycle

$100

Lamb

$95

Lamb

$95

Goat

$75

Goat

$75

Sack of Rice

$45

Sack of Rice

$45

Pair of Chickens

$14

Pair of Chickens

$14

Water Packs (5 Pack)

$80

Water Packs (5 Pack)

$80

Water Pack

$16

Water Pack

$16

Total Enclosed: $
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